SGD COLLOQUIUM SERIES

SPRING 2018

Jan 12  Alan Robock  Climatic and Humanitarian Impacts of Nuclear War
Jan 19  Bethany Coulthard  From Community to Continent: How tree rings are preparing the West for dwindling snowpacks
Jan 26  Rashad Shabazz  The Geography of the Minneapolis Sound
Feb 2   Karl Zimmerer  New spaces of dystopia and sustainability: Transforming the geographic dynamics of biodiversity use and social access in food systems amid global change
Feb 9   Katharine K. Wilkinson  Drawdown: A blueprint for reversing global warming
Feb 16  David Yetman  My Arizona: “Some landmarks of Southern Arizona and what they mean, or what I think they mean”
Feb 23  Laura Pulido  SAGA Lecture: Landscapes of Foundational Racial Violence
Mar 2   Laura Bakkensen  Flood Risk Belief Heterogeneity and Coastal Home Price Dynamics: Going Under Water?
Mar 16  Dydia DeLyser  The Devotions of Restoration: Materiality, enthusiasm, and making three ‘indian motocycles’ like new
Mar 23  Special Event TBA
Mar 30  Matthew Dannenberg  Ocean-atmosphere influence on North American ecosystems: patterns and predictability
Apr 6   Jennifer Hyndman  Jan Monk Lecture: ‘Solutions’ and Refugee Subjectivity: A feminist approach
Apr 20  Steve Sesnie  Spatial and temporal patterns of forest loss related to cocaine trafficking in Central America
Apr 27  Matthew Taylor  The Slow(est) Professor: a Decade of Community-Based Water Research along Nicaragua’s Pacific Coast.

When & Where?
Colloquia are held at 3:30pm with refreshments served starting at 3pm in ENR2 S107.